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Hi Everyone – 
 
Cathryn welcomed 13 members to our rainy September meeting, including Carol by phone.  
This was a low turnout for NJNA – probably due to the weather and to our meeting’s being one 
week earlier than usual. 
 
REMINDER:  Due to holidays, our November meeting will also be a week earlier than normal:  
November 14.  Please mark your calendars! 
 
Rosie reported that the current bank balance is $4,749.78.  The effective balance is about 
$2000 lower as the expense for our community service project has not been reflected. 
 
The SOTM group is now three-quarters through Autumn Kaleidoscope; we meet on the second 
Saturday of the month from 11:00 AM to about 4:00 PM.  We currently have 25 stitchers in this 
group!  Linda posts tips on what we’ve jointly found during our stitching.  Those tips can be 
found under the SOTM tab on our website!  Please visit our NJNA blog for an up-close and 
personal look at the amazing colorways!  (blog.njneedleartists.org) 
 
Sylvia did not have any news on our postponed workshop.  She will look into possibility of doing 
a one or two-day stitching retreat instead. 
 
Monmouth Chapter will be offering a workshop in spring of 2019 with Ann Strite-Kurz at 
Needleworkers Delight in Metuchen.  NJNA will be offered available seats after one month of 
exclusive Monmouth sign-ups.  Stay tuned for more information in upcoming summaries. 
 
Sylvia has created a Facebook page for our group.  Please look for New Jersey Needle Artists on 
Facebook and ask to join.  Once accepted, please post your stitching updates there! 
 
NJNA has purchased the canvas, threads, and stitch guide for the “Children’s Classics Bookshelf” 
book canvas by Alice Peterson.  NJNA members will stitch this as a community service project 
for the Bernards Township Library.  We will have the Needlepoint Novelist draw the Library 
Logo to be stitched.  The two pieces will be framed together. 
 
Cathryn has assigned the background areas to get us started:  Rosie, Sue C, Mally, and Barbara L 
will each have a month to complete their assigned areas.  The NJNA board will review the 
remaining sections at their board meeting in October.  Cathryn has included a full-size paper 
copy of the design so that stitchers can make notes about their experiences. 
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“Children’s Classics Bookshelf” by Alice Peterson 

 
 
Cathryn described the programs for the next few months.   

• October:  Ribbon Embroidery Class by Pam from the Edwardian Needle, picture 
below.  The cost will be $20 for the kit; check must be received by the 
September meeting (September 12). 

• November:  A competition for Pam G’s stash projects! 
• December:  Holiday Party! 

 

 
Pam Miller’s Ribbon Embroidery Class Piece 
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Marge K announced the EGA Regional Seminar, Savvy Stitching, that will be held in Florham 
Park from April 5 through April 7, 2019.  Registration is now open to all.  You can see the course 
offerings, including some needlepoint classes, on the Metropolitan Region EGA Website:  
www.metroega.org/seminars/seminar2019/.  This seminar is always a fun time even if you 
don’t take a course.  Kevin and Jim from Needleworkers Delight will be providing the boutique.  
In addition, there will be a Merchandise Night and Opportunity Baskets! 
 
Cathryn then introduced the Key Fob program and demonstrated the Sprat’s Head stitch 
rhythm.  When you use two colors and alternate every two stitches, you get a unique pattern. 
 

 
 

Cathryn provided the original finishing directions as well as an alternative that Sue C has used 
on other projects. 
 
Afterwards, the folks who attended the National ANG Seminar in Washington DC described 
their classes and thoughts on the event.  You can read all about it on our NJNA blog – link in 
fourth paragraph above. 
 
For those who don’t read blogs, Diane Hermann shared an organization trick for threads that 
Sue C shared with us.  This is really good for floss, but potentially for any thread.  All you need is 
a clean dish towel. 
 

 

 
Start by arranging your threads in an 
order that makes sense to you.  (Sue C 
sorted by color and then by number.) 
 
Place them in the center of the 
dishtowel as shown here. 

http://www.metroega.org/seminars/seminar2019/
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Fold the bottom up (as shown). 
 
Then fold the top down. 

 

 
Roll up the towel and place in your 
thread storage bag. 
 
Voila – the threads will stay arranged 
for the next time you work on the 
project! 

 
I hope you enjoy the Show and Tell pictures.  Everyone should feel free to e-mail me with 
pictures and relevant information about their project and I will include them in the next 
summary!  Relevant information includes:  piece name, designer, where finished, stitch help or 
stitch guide info, other fun stuff – like who it’s for, why, etc. 
 
Cheers, 
Rosie 
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Show and Tell 
 

 
Heidi sent along this pillow that Pam Grannick stitched for her nephew.  Heidi found it in Pam’s 
stash and finished it into this pillow for him.  What a thoughtful gesture, Heidi!  I am sure that 

with this pillow, he, like the elephant, will never forget Pam! 
 

 
Barbara L has been taking courses at her west coast shop, Luv 2 Stitch, in San Mateo, CA.  This 

one was called Scent of a Woman and is a painted canvas by Lani’s Needlepoint.  The stitch 
guide was developed by Susan Portra.  The class ran for two days and then another two days six 

months later. 
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Barbara L’s west coast shop also offered this picture frame, designed by Susan Portra.  Barbara 
thought it would make a nice shower gift for her daughter and fiancé and hopes that they will 

use it to hold a favorite wedding picture from their October 2018 wedding.  Therefore, Barbara 
framed the frame with museum quality glass! 

 

 
Carol enjoyed stitching “Walking the Water’s Edge” by Diane Hermann.   It was framed by Allen’s 
Creations in Clemson, SC.  Allen’s mother taught needlework framing to the trade organization of 
framers.  So the canvas was stretched in the traditional way -- laced to keep it smooth.  Looks great, 
Carol. 
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At the left is Janice M’s Jacobean 

Floral which was designed by 
Jeanette Rees.  Janice, as usual, 

made a few modifications to have 
the design fit her own style. 

 
When Janice took the finished design 
to Pam at the Edwardian Needle for 
finishing, Janice had thought to have 

the design positioned vertically.  
Someone at the shop suggested 

doing it horizontally and doesn’t it 
look wonderful in that direction? 

 
Janice had also planned to have this 

framed as a stand-up, but Pam 
suggested doing a box.  I thought you 

would all like to see the wonderful 
green box that the Edwardian Needle 

built for this. 
 

I know that I want this box to store 
my bills in until I find time to pay 

them! 
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Sylvia stitched this hockey ornament for her 

son, Sean!  She was pleased with how the 
thread and stitch made the hockey stick look 

like wood!  It was finished by Pam at the 
Edwardian Needle. 

Janice M stitched this “Yellow Holiday Light” 
that was featured in the Jan/Feb 2017 Issue of 
Needlepoint Now magazine.  The design is by 
Susan Portra (the third time she’s shown up in 
this month’s Show and Tell).  It was finished by 

the Edwardian Needle. 
 

 

 
Last month, Cathryn shared that her nephew 
coaches the St Joseph’s Regional High School 
baseball team and that the team had 
advanced to the playoffs. 
 
So, Cathryn had the needlepoint novelist draw 
a canvas with the green knight logo of St. Joes 
but instead of a sword with the shield, she 
incorporated a baseball bat!  How cool is that? 
 
Cathryn’s stitch and thread choices are, as 
usual, perfect to bring out the details on the 
ornament. 
 
It was finished by Pam at the Edwardian 
Needle. 
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Cathryn stitched “Baby’s First Ornament” for her grandnephew, Christian, who was born earlier 
this year.  She realized that she had not done an ornament for Nora, Christian’s three-year-old 
sister.  Nora’s ornament is finished with her birth year, 2015, embroidered on the back.  Both 

ornaments were finished by Edwardian Needle. 
 

  
Carol sends us her finished versions of Winter Stars and Valentine Heart, NJNA Program 

Projects from earlier this year.  Carol had taken the ornaments to stitch while on vacation in 
Grand Cayman in April.  Alas, she arrived with no needles.  She posted her problem on 

Needlepoint Nation and within an hour had the location of a sewing store in the capital city.  
Kudos to the Stitching Sisterhood!  Both ornaments were finished by Marsye Wray of Marsye’s 

Needlepoint Finishing in Arkansas. 
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Tina F checked in from Wisconsin with “Swirling Tulips” by Gail Stafford which Tina had taken as 

a course at the 2016 ANG National Seminar.  Tina plans to give this as a birthday gift and that 
provided her with the motivation to finish the stitching! 

 

 
Janice M stitched “My Favorite Things” by Mountain Laurel Designs (with a few of Janice’s 

special modifications!) 
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Rosie completed the stitching on this fireworks canvas that had been started by Joel H for his 
granddaughter, Jill.  Joel died in 2015 and the family “gifted” me with his needlepoint stash.  

Rosie plans to regift this canvas back to the family and Jill! 


